RESOLUTION NO. 76-S-2000

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE MUNICIPAL MAYOR TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES (DENR) FOR THE SELECTION, DESIGNATION AND OPERATION OF GARBAGE TRANSFER STATION SITE (S) IN BACOOR, CAVITE

WHEREAS, in the Contract of Services dated February 8, 2000 between the Municipal Government of Bacoor and Hinterland Freightliners, Inc. (the Contractor) relative to the collection, hauling and disposal of garbage, it is provided thereunder that the latter shall haul the garbage of the former from its transfer station and dispose the same at dumpsites outside the territorial jurisdiction of the municipality;

WHEREAS, the garbage collected by the municipality’s mini-dump trucks in clustered areas not covered by the said contract are, by necessity, must be dumped in a temporary transfer station for segregation and eventual transport by the contractor to its dumpsite;

WHEREAS, there is a need to designate the particular site of the transfer station where the garbage mentioned in the next preceding whereas shall be temporarily dumped for segregation and from where the said contractor shall pick-up and dispose the same in accordance with the provisions of the aforementioned Contract;

WHEREAS, the Department of Environment and Natural Resources, aware of the absence of Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) cleared dumpsite, allowed first class municipalities such as Bacoor, pursuant to Section 7.2 of DENR Administrative Order No. 98-49, to upgrade existing dumpsite into controlled dumps until December 2003, and thereafter to convert the same into sanitary landfill level 1 by December 2009;

NOW, THEREFORE

RESOLVED, AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED, by the Sangguniang Bayan in session assembled, to authorize the Municipal Mayor of Bacoor, Cavite, Honorable mayor Jessie B. Castillo, to enter into a Memorandum of Agreement with the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) for the selection, designation and operation of garbage transfer station site (s) within the territorial jurisdiction of Bacoor, Cavite, in accordance with DENR Administrative Order No. 98-49, and other pertinent rules and regulations.

RESOLVED FURTHER, that copies of this Resolution be furnished to all concerned for their information and guidance.

APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY this 10th of August, 2000.
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We hereby certify to the truth and correctness of the above-quoted Resolution.

HON. GERTRUDES M. OCAMPO
HON. EDRALIN G. GAWARAN
HON. SATURNINO E. ENRIQUEZ, JR.
HON. ROGELIO M. CORTEZ
HON. AVELINO B. SOLIS

HON. CESARIO R. DEL ROSARIO, JR
HON. LORENZO P. NOLASCO
HON. ROBERTO R. JAVIER
HON. JOSEFINO T. BAÑAS
HON. HUBERT V. GERVACIO

Attested by:

HON. EDWIN E. MALVAR
Vice Mayor/Presiding Officer

Approved by:

HON. JESSIE B. CASTILLO
Municipal Mayor